TRINETX RESEARCH™

Analyze Data.
Create Evidence.
Take Action.

Real-World Data

Highly Intuitive Analytics

Hands-On Data Science

Access longitudinal
clinical data.

Explore and compare cohorts, review
cohort characteristics and compare
outcomes of interest.

License and download billions of
up-to-date, de-identiﬁed clinical
facts for analysis with your own
analytic tools.

TriNetX Research™ is a suite of real-world data and analytics
solutions for use in conducting observational and outcomes
research. TriNetX Research combines longitudinal clinical
data from its global health research network with powerful,
state-of-the-art analytics on a single self-service platform,
making it the fastest and easiest method for researchers to
create real-world evidence (RWE) and enable discoveries.

optionally delivered in a format ready to load directly into
an OMOP database
• Having TriNetX do the work directly; delivering custom
reports and insights

TriNetX’s global health research network consists of over 70
healthcare organizations, spanning 13 countries representing
over 100 million patients. Through its cloud-based platform,
TNX™, researchers analyze patient populations and perform
observational studies in real-time through a user-friendly
interface.

TriNetX Research Enables

• Comparative eﬀectiveness to identify treatments that
have better outcomes for a given population
• Generation of value-based evidence to characterize drug
eﬃcacy and burden of illness to support payer coverage
and patient reimbursements
• The ability to explore, assess, and download fully
anonymized data from a select set of TriNetX
Research healthcare organizations members and
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TriNetX Download™

Query, license, and download aggregated and harmonized
real-world clinical data.

Take Real-World Action on Real-World Evidence

In addition to TriNetX Research, the TNX platform powers
TriNetX LiveTM, the industry-leading clinical trials optimization
solution, enabling clinical researchers to design successful
protocols, improve site selection and attain a path to the
real patients across the global health research network. The
unique combination of these solutions enables a researcher
to progress from hypothesis, to evidence, to action in the
shortest timeline possible.

About TriNetX, Inc.

TriNetX is the global health research network that optimizes
clinical research and enables discoveries through the creation
of real-world evidence. TriNetX combines real-time access
to longitudinal clinical data with state-of-the-art analytics to
answer complex research questions at the speed of thought.
For more information, visit www.trinetx.com or follow
@TriNetX on Twitter.

TriNetX Analyze™

On-demand access to longitudinal clinical data and a set of
highly intuitive analytics capabilities.
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